
From: Rumpelstiltskin <rumpelstiltskin@rumpelstilskin.biz>

Date: Saturday, April 10, 2021 2-8 PM to June 6, 2021

To: Simon <simon@27bslash6.com

Cc: Randy Glasbergen, Camila Guerrero, David Hartt, Stanya Kahn & Miljohn Ruperto, Raphael 

Taylor, Eric Wesley

Subject: Re: Re: Re: Re: Re: Re: Re: Desk Toy @ Rumpelstiltskin

 

Some revisions:

 

“Rumpelstiltskin is pleased to share an exhibition featuring three cartoons by Randy Glasbergen 

rendered as murals, a sculpture by Camila Guerrero, two photographs taken at The Mackinac 

Center for Public Policy by David Hartt, a video collaboration between Stanya Kahn and Miljohn 

Ruperto, two three-segment printed ceiling panels by Raphael Taylor, and one painting and 

three objects by Eric Wesley. Sundays 12-6pm; by appointment and video tour 24/7 at 1166 

Manhattan Ave #301, Brooklyn, NY 11222.”

 

 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 9:47 PM, Simon <simon@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Right… “PRESENT a PRESENTATION??... Come on - direct! 

WHERE and WHO. There’s enough jargon in the deck, not needed here…

 
 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 9:43 PM, Mark <Mark@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Okay, great. Thanks again for linking me to this project. So how about this:

“We are very pleased to present a presentation celebrating the completion of our new 

rollout. Some of the themes we are hoping to be exploring include architecture workflow; 

the manufacturing of boredom and consent; labor inflation in the management sector; the 

origins and impact of the Overton Window; and to no small degree, humor as a coping 

mechanism. Thank you for considering your attendance.” 

 

 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 6:52 PM, Simon <simon@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Sorry - meetings all day. YES use your  judgement… 



On Mar 29, 2021, at 4:41 PM, Mark <Mark@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Got it! Okay, so short and sweet. And should I reference everything from the deck, or 

use my judgement? 

 
 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 4:37 PM, Simon <simon@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Sure. length.. nothing too crazy, mostly something just for clients.  legible from an 

outside perspective, direct, comprehensive.. :) don’t worry about the chart

 
 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 2:07 PM, Mark <Mark@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Hi Simon,

 
Thanks for your message. Sounds exciting! Could you tell me a little bit more 

about what you have in mind? Or perhaps the desired length? Looking forward to 

hearing back!

 
Mark

 
 
On Mar 29, 2021, at 1:58 PM, Simon <simon@27bslash6.com> wrote:

 
Hello Mark,

 
I'd like to catch up as I'm working on a really exciting project , but I need 

something from you. Basically a quick description with accompanying chart, 

something for prospective clients. It’ll be out on the desk and online. If it goes 

well maybe some money in it for you.

 
Simon

 
 


